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•Preface
A pre-requisite when adjusting natural flow estimates at a site for the impact of artificial
influences is the ability to identify upstream influences and quantify their cumulative impact
at the site. This Manual describes procedures for accumulating the licensed abstraction
quantities, consented discharge quantities and reservoir release flows abovea site of interest
in order to make adjustments to the natural low flow statistics at ungauged locations.
Procedures for defining the natural low flows statistics are given in Report No. 1. Reference
should be made to Report No. 3 for techniques to adjust the natural low flow statistics to take
into account the impact of artificial influences. Report No. 4 describes the Micro LOW
FLOWS V2.1 Software which has been developed to automatically calculate and adjust
natural low flows in ungauged catchments.
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1. Introduction


The estimationof low flow statisticsis a major componentin the determinationof minimum
acceptableflows, the issue of abstractionlicencesand dischargeconsentsand the setting of
compensationreleasesfrom reservoirs.Four methodsof low flow estimationare commonly
appliedby the UK water industry.
• 
 Calculationof low flowstatisticsfrom continuousgaugedflow dataseries.
•

 Direct measurementof low flows at "ungauged"sitesby an occasionalprogramme
'spot"ofcurrent metermeasurements.
•


•

 Estimationof timeseriesof river flowsusingcatchment-specifichydrologicalmodels.
•

 Estimationof low flow statisticsby multivariatemodelswhichrelate low flows to
catchmentcharacteristics.
•
Where continuousflowdata are availableat the designsite of interestmethod1 is the most
accurate and preferred technique. However, design informationis generallyrequired at
ungaugedlocationsandmethod2, or more commonly,flow estimationprocedures(methods
3 or 4) must be used.
The project Low Flow Estimationin ArtificiallyInfluencedCatchments(NRA R&D 274,
Bullocket al., 1994)addressedthe problemof assessingartificialinfluenceson low flowsand
developed practical design techniques for low flow estimation in artificially-influenced
catchmentswithin the Micro LOWFLOWSsoftware.
•
• 1.1 THE IMPACTOF ARTIFICIALINFLUENCESON LOWFLOWS
In natural rivers, the magnitudeof low river flows are determinedby climatic and runoff
generation processes, amongstwhich effectiverainfall, groundwaterrecharge and aquifer
properties exert a dominantfunction(Gustardet al., 1992). However,as a result of the
developmentof rivers and catchmentsfor water resource purposes, fewrivers now possess
natural river flow regimes.
•
The early developmentof river regulation began in the late 18th Century, initially for
navigationrequirementsand later to meet the growing demandsof populationcentres. In
upland areas small rivers were impoundedto create reservoirsto store winterhigh flows to
supplementsummer low flows. The rate of large dam-buildingacceleratedafter 1950.The
demandsof the electricityindustry,requiringwater for cooling,and agriculturefor irrigation
have continuedto grow. Since 1965the emphasisin water managementhas been on direct
river management,with reservoirs, abstractions,water treatment and inter-basintransfers
providingfor the integratedmanagementof water resources.
•
As a consequenceof this level of water development,manyrivers in England and Wales
exhibit artificially influenced river flow regimes and few rivers display natural flow
characteristics.
•
•
•
The impact of man's development of water is most severe during periods of low flows when
absolute volumes of water transfers represent a significantlyhigher proportion of the natural
flow regime. As a broad indication of the extent of artificialinfluences upon low flows, fewer
than 20% of the gauged low flow regimes, represent 'natural' conditions.
In addition, many artificial influences may operate seasonally, for example abstractions for
spray irrigation. As a consequence it is necessary to considerestimation of low flow statistics
on a monthly basis.
The impact of man's development of water is most severe during periods of low flows when
absolute volumes of water transfers represent a significantlyhigher proportion of the natural
flow regime. The extent of artificial influences upon low flows, fewer than 20% of the
gauged low flow regimes, principally small rivers in Englandand Wales, represent 'natural'
conditions
1.2 SUMMARY OF OVERALL METHOD
The overall methodology for estimating low flow statistics at ungauged sites in artificially
influenced catchments, taking into account the effects of abstractions from surface and
groundwater sources, discharges to surface water and compensationflows from impounding
reservoirs can he summarised as follows:
Estimation of key natural low flow statistics at theungauged site; specifically mean
flow, monthly mean flow, monthly flow duration curves and mean monthly minima.
Identification of all artificial influences upstream of the ungauged site.
Quantification for all individual artificial influences upstream of actual values of
monthly abstraction rates, discharge returns and reservoir compensation flows.
Simulation using the Theis analytical solution of the reduction in streamflow
associated with abstractions from groundwater sources according to source and
aquifer properties.
Construction of a monthly artificial influence profile at the ungauged site which
represents the net impact of all upstream artificial influences.
Combination of the estimated natural monthly low flow statistics with the monthly
artificial influence profile to estimate artificially influenced monthly low flow
statistics.
Aggregation of monthly artificially influenced lowflow statistics to produce annual
artificially influenced low flow statistics for designpurposes, notably mean flow, flow
duration curves and low flow frequency statistics
Estimation of natural and artificially influenced low flow statistics at numerous
locations along a river to construct residual flow diagrams.
The overall methodology has been incorporated within Micro LOW FLOWS (Version 2.1)
for automated application, although the methods could also be applied manually. The
estimation procedures make use of natural low flow statistics and artificial influence data
estimated on a monthly basis. This allows the seasonal variations in flows and operation of
individual artificial influences to be taken into account.
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1.3 LOW FLOW ESTIMATION MANUALS
Report No 1 introducedthe procedures used for the estimationof naturalmonthlystatistics
at ungaugedsites. This manualdescribesmethodsfor the constructionof monthly artificial
influence profiles above the site of interest. This requires quantificationof influences
includingabstractionlicences,dischargeconsentsand impoundingreservoirs.The manualalso
considers the implementationof monthly artificial influenceprofiles within Micro LOW
FLOWS. Referenceshould be made to Report No. 3 which discussesthe adjustmentof
natural statisticsand Report 4 which describesthe Micro LOWFLOWSV2.1 Software in
more detail.
•
Within this Manual, Section2 describesthe type of artificial influenceswhich need to be
considered. The procedure for quantiftingthe monthly abstraction, discharge rates and
reservoir releases is discussed in Section 3 and includesmethods for predicting monthly
volumes in the absenceof actual data. Section4 describesmethods for constructingthe
monthly influence profiles. The Micro LOW FLOWS V2.1 implementationof these
proceduresare describedin Section5.
•
In order to help explainthe estimationprocedure,workedexamplesare providedin Appendix
A using data for the Pang catchment. Data for the Romanis providedto enable the reader
to work through the methodsduring the syndicateexercises.
•
••
2. Types of Artificial Influence •
•
•
Fewer than 20% of all gauged flow records represent "natural"conditions. As a result, it
is essential to consider the impact of human developmenton low flows, especiallywhen •
influence volumes represent a high proportionof the natural flow regime. The principal
artificial influencesconsideredare: •
abstractions from surfacewater;
abstractionsfrom groundwatersources;
•discharges to surface water;
•impoundingreservoirs.
•
These influences are briefly discussedwithin the followingsections, but are presented in
greater detail within NRA R&D Note 274, "Low Flow Estimationin ArtificiallyInfluenced •
catchments".
•
In order to be able to adjust low flowstatisticsit is essentialto quantifythe major influences
upstreamof the site of interest. Mostartificialinfluencesexhibitsomedegreeof seasonality. •
As a result, it has been found to be necessaryto considerthe impactof artificialinfluences
on a monthly basis. The cumulative impact of the artificial influencesat a site can be 41
represented by a monthly artificialinfluenceprofile. Oneof the keysteps in the estimation
•of artificially influenced low flow statisticsat the ungaugedlocationis the constructionof a
monthlyartificial influenceprofilebasedon data of wateruseupstreamof the location.This
•
requires:
•identification of all major occurrences of artificial influencesupstream of the
ungauged site;
•
quantification of monthly abstraction, dischargeand reservoir impacts for each •
artificial influence;
•
summation of individualimpactsto create a nett monthlyartificialinfluenceprofile
at the ungauged location. •
•A simple influence profile is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The variables held for particular
influences are fully detailed in AppendixB of this report.The principalfeatures for each
•influence type are presented below.
•
2.1 ABSTRACTION LICENCES
•
Abstraction licences can, in the simplestof cases, be straightforwardin their authorisation •
of locations and volumes. However, in other cases, a licence can contain complex
authorisationsregarding multipleabstractionlocations,differentpurposes,differentseasonal •
periods and imposed licence conditions.
•
•
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Figure 2.1 Construction of a monthlyartificial influenceprofile
The National Rivers Authority holds information on complex licences which authorise the
licence holders to abstract water under given constraints. The most complex single licence
could potentially authorise abstractions under the following conditions:
Water may be abstracted from two or more sites, at least one of which is a direct
river abstraction and another is a groundwater abstraction. The directriver abstraction
could be a reach of river covering up to several kilometres (but is more commonly
a single point).
While the overall (covering all sites) licence has maximum authorised abstraction
rates (annual, daily and hourly) each individual site may have separate maximum
abstraction rates (the sum of which cannot exceed the overall maximum rates). In the
case of licences of right, maximum rates may not be imposed or maximum rates may
be imposed without any associated protective conditions.
An overall licence could authorise abstraction for different purposes, which might
include a different purpose at each of the sites, but could include different purposes
at any one individual site.
In a complex situation with more than one purpose at an individual site, authorisation
may be given to abstract for one purpose during one period of theyear (for example
spray irrigation during the summer) and for a second purpose during a different
period of the year (for example general agriculture throughout the year). In certain
cases, authorisation may be given to abstract for one purpose during two distinctly
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different periods of the year (for example, the sprayirrigation purpose may authorise
abstraction for irrigation for crop production duringMay to September and irrigation
for frost protection during November to March). There are no rigid definitions of
seasonal periods, and any combinations of start and end month can be used. This
situation clearly becomes complex when dealing with a licence with multiple sites,
purposes and licence periods.
(e) Licences may impose conditions on the abstractor to cease abstraction when certain
conditions prevail, for example the flow at a prescribed flow point (or groundwater
level at a monitoring borehole) falls below a particular threshold.
Licences have different start dates, and may be currently operating or else have been
revoked. Licence authorisations including location, purposes and quantity may have
been revised on several occasions since the issue of the licence.
On certain licences there is a commitment on the licence holder to either measure or
to estimate the rates of actual abstraction (on a daily, monthly or annual basis) and
to transfer actual rates to the NRA. However, actualrates are generally only available
as a site total without a breakdown.
Different purposes of abstraction can return contrasting volumes of water to the river
(or aquifer to a lesser degree) in the vicinity of theabstraction after use of the water.
This return of water may or may not require a discharge consent.
Due to these complexities it is most convenient to divide licencedetails into two types: overall
licence details and site details (one or more set of which pertain to the overall licence). The
key information that is required for establishing the influence profile for abstraction data
include the following:
(I) The source of the abstraction (surface or groundwater abstractions);
If the abstraction is from groundwater sources, theaquifer unit needs to be specified;
The grid reference of each abstraction site;
The purpose(s) of the abstraction, which determines the way in which monthly
abstraction rates are predicted
The authorised period of abstraction within the year;
The licensed annual quantity which can be abstracted at each site and for each
purpose;
If available monthly actual abstraction rates need to be provided;
For certain purposes such as cooling water, someof the abstracted water is returned.
If this amount is not covered by a seperate discharge consent, then a percentage
return factor needs to be included.
Refer to Appendix B for details of the file formats for loading data into the software.
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• 2.2 DISCHARGE CONSENTS
As for abstraction licences, discharge consents can, in the simplest of cases, be
straightforwardin their authorisationof locationsand rates, but in othercases can contain
complex authorisationat multiplesites and for differentpurposes.Again,it is convenientto
divide consentdetails into two types:overallconsentconditionsand siteconditions.
•
The key informationwhichis requiredfor definingthe monthlydischargeconsentincludethe
following:
•

 The grid referenceof eachdischargesite;
•



The consentedaveragedischargerate for the site;
•



The consentedmaximumdischargerate for the site;


The designdry weatherflow;


Actualmonthlydischargesfor the site, if available.
•


• 2.3 IMPOUNDING RESERVOIRS
•
•
Details of compensationflows and grid referencefor principal impoundingreservoirs have
been collatedwithina nationalreservoirarchive(Gustardetal., 1987).Theinformationwhich
is held on the archive includesthe following:


The grid referenceof the dam site;
•



The primary functionof the reservoir, for example, for hydropower,maintaining
compensationflows, watersupplyand pumpedstorage;


The natural and total area draininginto the reservoir;
•

 The net and gross capacityof the reservoir;
•

 The naturalandestimatemeanflowat the reservoiroutflowor maintainedflowpoint;
•



The compensationreleasepolicyand the compensationflow;
•



The natural yield of the reservoir
•
To incorporate the impactof the reservoir into the adjustmentprocedures,an estimate of
typical monthlyreleaseflow in eachmonthis required. Estimatesof thecompensationflow
component of the monthly releases can be derived from the "compflow"variable on the
archiveand referenceto the typeof releasepolicy(compcode") - see AppendixB for details.
Additionaldescriptionsand noteson the compensationflow releasesareprovidedfor certain
reservoirs for informationonly. Dataon meanmonthlyreservoirspill, augmentationreleases
and freshets shouldbe obtainedfrom the appropriatereservoiroperatingauthority.
•
•
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•
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3. Quantifying Artificial Influences
As described in Section 2 the databases of abstractionlicences, discharge consents and
reservoir releases provide all the necessaryinformationto be able to adjust the natural low
flow statistics. In the absence of actual data for influence(providedby the NRA), it is
necessary to be able to predict the monthly volumes. Methods for predicting monthly
influenceshave been developedas part of NRA R & DReport274 (Bullocket al., 1994).
These methods are summarisedin the followingsections.
3.1 ABSTRACTIONS FROM SURFACE WATERSOURCES
It is estimatedthat less than halfof abstractionlicencespossessactualabstractiondata. Those
that do are principally the larger abstractionsfor publicwater supply, spray irrigation and
industrialpurposes. Althoughtheselarger licencesdominatethe impactof abstractionsupon
low flows in moderateand larger sized catchments,the cumulativeimpactof numeroussmall
(and unquantified) abstractionscan exert a significantimpactin smaller, and more rural,
catchments. Therefore, there is a requirement for proceduresto predict actual monthly
abstraction quantities in the absenceof real data. Theseprocedurescan be summarisedas
follows:
Identify an appropriateuptake factor for each purposecoveredby the licence. The
uptake factor is the proportion of the total licensedabstractionquantity which is
assumed to be actually abstracted. Uptake factorsand monthlydistribution factors
will each vary with purpose of abstraction and may vary geographicallywithin
England and Wales.
Apply the uptake factorto the total licensedquantityfor a givenpurposeto derivethe
total actual annual quantityfor each purpose;
If the licence provides a percentagereturn valuethenthis shouldbe applied to the
annual quantity.
Distribute the predicted volume throughout each month to predict a monthly
abstraction rate using monthlydistributionfactorstheproportionof the total volume
abstracted in each month. The way in which the volumeis distributedis dependent
upon the purpose and seasonalityof the abstraction.
Examples of uptake factors for differentNRA Regionsaregiven in Table 3.1, which have
been identified from annual licencesand Section201 abstractionreturnsfor 1991.
8

Table 3.1 Provisionaluptakefactors bypurposeand by Region
ANNWSTSSWWWX Y NATIONAL
• Spray
irrigation
0.59 0.13 0.23 0.34 0.19 0.47 0.34 0.20 0.46 0.49
•







Cooling 0.25 0.20 0.46 0.51 0.13 0.78 0.99


0.63 0.68
• Industrial
processes
0.23 0 58 0.45 0.41 0.59 0.98 0.52 0.62 0.38 0.53


•







Public water
supply
0.65 0.51 0.64 0.46 0.49 0.53 0.77 0.54 0.54 0.73
•
Geaeral
agriculture
0.28


0.50 0.59 0.36 1.00 0.89 0.82 0.15 0.55


Fish farming 0.55 0.82 0.47 0.36 0.46 0.98 0.91 0.75 0.65 0.78
•
Undefmed


0.39 0.53 0.32 1.00 0.61 0.34


0.78


Hydro-
electric power


074 0.13 0.47 0.86 0.93


0.22 0.67
•
All purposes 0.54 0.52 0.58 0.44


0.83 0.87 0.64 0.53 0.70
• These uptake factors shouldbe used as a guideonly as a resultof limitationsand errors in
the data. R&D Note 274 recommendedthat more representativeuptakefactors shouldbe
used based on more detailedregionalanalysisof abstractionlicences.
•
The total abstractedquantityneeds to be distributedthroughoutthe periodof abstractionas
indicatedon the licence. The way in whichthe abstractionis distributedwill dependon the
purpose. Provisional monthly distribution factors have been identified from historic
abstractiondata for differentpurposesas illustratedinFigure3.1. Examplesof thesemonthly
distributionfactors are illustratedin Table 3.2. The monthlydistributionfactors for three
regions for different purposes are given in R&D Note 274 (Bullocketal., 1994)although
users are stronglyurged to developrepresentativevaluesfor theirregionusingtheprocedures
outlined in this R&D Note.
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Figure 3.1 Abstractionprofilesfor differentpurposes
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8Table 3.2 Monthlydistributionfactors for annuallicencesfor differentpurposes
•
•
PURPOSE


Jan Feb Mar Apr May
MONTH
JunJul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec


INDUSTRIAL i 0.077 0.078 0.087 0.082 0.085 0.090 0.085 0.083 0.086 0.085 0.085 0.076


a 0.013 0.009 0.010 0.006 0.006 0.007 0.009 0.013 0.009 0.009 0.006 0.011
•








•
PUBLIC
WATER
1
a
0.083
0.011
0.076
0.011
0.084
0.012
0.082
0.010
0.088
0.009
0.085
0.008
0.089
0.012
0.088
0.009
0.082
0.011
0.084
0.011
0.082
0.010
0.080
0.008


SUPPLY








•









COOLING 1 0.084 0.088 0.087 0.082 0.086 0.088 0.082 0.089 0.083 0.083 0.083 0.073
•


a 0.018 0.021 0.019 0.009 0.017 0.010 0.017 0.040 0.015 0.015 0.014 0.010
The data presented in Table 3.2 can be simplified from twelve monthly distribution factors
to a single parameter (referred to as the minimum monthly factor) if it is assumed that the
monthly abstraction profiles are symmetrical such that they can be represented by an isosceles
triangle upon a rectangular base (the triangular components being of varying height and with
or without a rectangular base depending on the value of the minimum monthly factor). From
Figure 3.1 it can be seen that this is a valid assumption.
•
The value of the minimum monthly factor can be calculated as the lowest of the monthly
distribution factors (Table 3.2) divided by 0.083 (being 1/12). This minimum monthly factor
determines the height of the rectangular base as illustrated in Figure 3.2 based on example
below where predicted monthly abstraction rates are calculated for a licence where 50% of
the licensed annual abstraction of 2000 MI is abstracted between April and September:
Licensed annual abstraction volume (NIL) = 2000 M1
Uptake factor (UF) = 0.5
.'. predicted annual abstraction volume (VA) = 1000 Ml,
which is equivalent to a mean abstraction rate = 1000/183
over licence period = 5.5 MI c14.
• If the minimum monthly factor = 0.1,
•
then the minimum monthly abstraction rate = 0.5 MI d''
over licence period
11
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Figure 3.2 Illustrationofpredictionof monthlyabstractionratesby assumingtriangular
profiles (basecomponent)
The volume to be distributed as the triangular component is given by
Volume (VT) = predicted annual abstraction volume - minimum monthly volume
In this example:
VT = 1000 (1 - 0.1)
= 900 MI
The volume is represented by an isosceles triangle and the location of the apex of the triangle
is equidistant between the first day of the start month of the abstraction period and the last
day of the end month. The height of the triangle (h), representing the maximum monthly
factor, is therefore determined by the volume of the triangular components and the abstraction
period (in days) as given by:
h = abstractionvolume(M1)
0.5 durationof abstractionperiod(days)
900 
h -
0.5x 183
= 9.8 MI d'
and the peak abstractionrate = 10.3MI d"
The volume of the triangular component is converted to monthly mean values according to
the slope of the profile. This stage is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
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•
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•
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•
Figure 3.3 Illustrationofpredictionof monthlyabstractionrates byassumingtriangular
profzle (triangularcomponent)
•
If the actual abstraction volume is to be distributed as a constant rate throughout the
abstraction period, then the minimum monthly factor is set to 1.0 (that is there is no
triangular component). Recommended values for the minimum monthly factor for different
purposes, are presented in Table 3.3.
•
Table 3.3Recommended valuesof minimummonthlyfactors
• Purpose Minimummonthlyfactor
•
Sprayirrigation 0.0


Industrial 1.0
•



Publicwatersupply 1.0
• Cooling 1.0
• Generalagriculture 1.0
•
Fishfarming/mineralwashing 1.0
• In summary, monthly actual abstraction volumes can be predicted by three steps: first, the
selection of an appropriate uptake factor; second, aplication of the uptake factor to the
licenced annual quantity according to purpose and Region with adjustment by the percentage
return to account for returns at the site of abstraction not accounted for by a linked discharge
consent; third,the distribution of the annual abstraction volume to monthly abstraction
volumes by application of a minimum monthly factor according to purpos eand region. This
method assumes that individual licence holders abstract in accordance with the mean
behaviour of all abstractors for a given purpose with a particular region.
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3.2 ABSTRACTIONS FROM GROUNDWATER SOURCES
The abstraction licences which authorise abstractions fromgroundwater sources provide the
same information relating to the total annual licensed quantities as those of surface water
abstractions. However, abstractions from groundwater sources do not have an immediate
impact on the flows in the rivers as a result of the complex behaviour of aquifers to
groundwater pumping. For an individual well, the impactof the abstraction on the river flow
is dependent upon the following factors:
the bulk aquifer hydrogeology and geometry;
the distance from the stream;
the seasonality of pumping;
the pumping rate;
the degree of hydraulic connection between the stream and aquifer;
features such as swallow holes and spring lines.
Items (i), (vi) and (v) are impossible to characterise on a regional basis due to their localised
nature and the lack of regional databases of variability/occurence.
The solution taken for predicting the impact of groundwater abstractions on the low flow
statistics was to adopt a distributed form of the Jenkins solution of the Theis analytical
model. A number of analytical solutions are available for calculating the impact of single or
groups of boreholes on adjacent shtreams. The Theis model is the simplest of the analytical
models available for predicting the impact of groundwater abstractions on stream flows and
requires a minimum amount of input data for describing theaquifer. As a result, it is suitable
for implementation on a regional scale.
3.2.1 Assumptions of Theis Model
The analytical solution of the differential groundwater flowequations is based on a number
of simplifications to linearise the problem and provide solvable boundary conditions. The
conceptual representation of the aquifer/stream systems usedin the Theis model is shown in
Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4 Conceptualmodelof the Theisanalyticalsolution
1
aquifer
Impervious
Xo—
14
110
•
•
• The principal assumptions and simplifications within the Theis model are as follows:
•

 The aquifer is isotropic, homogeneous and infinite in areal extent;
•

 In cases of unconfined aquifers the head gradients are small, so that the vertical flow
•


components may be neglected and only horizontal flow is considered. This is the
Dupuit Forchheimer assumption;


The Transmissivity (T) and Storativity (S) remain constant in time;
•



The borehole is screened over the entire depth of the aquifer;


The rate of pumping is constant with time;
•



The temperature of the stream is equal to that of the groundwater, and is assumed to•


be constant over time;
•

 Water is released instantaneously from storage in the aquifer;


The variation of water level in the stream caused by changes in discharge is
•


neglected;
•

 The stream represents the sole source of recharge, thus recharge from infiltrated
precipitation can be ignored;
•



The stream is linear and infinite in extent.
•
The stream fully penetrates the aquifer and is in perfect hydraulic contact (ensuring Dupuit
flow and a solvable stream/aquifer boundary condition). The hydraulic connection between
the aquifer and the stream affect the rate at which water is transferred and also the direction
of the transfer. Typical aquifer-stream connections are illustrated in Figure 3.5. The bed of
the stream has resistance which is associated with the unconsolidated layers of fluvial
deposits. These layers may have much lower hydraulic conductivities than those of the bulk
aquifer. This approach of perfect hydraulic contact can give rise to over estimation of stream
depletion due to the omission of the streambed resistance and the Dupuit flow assumption.
•
b)
Figure 3.5 Aquifer-streamhydraulicconnections
Within the Theis solution, the groundwater flow equation:
02h 02h _ ah
ax2 ay2 T. at
is solved with respect to the general boundary conditions:
h(x,±co,t) a 0
h(t,y,03) = 0
h(a2,y,t) = 0
thus ensuring the system is closed in both space and time, the borehole boundary condition,
ah ,
r-ar 6-0 - 21:T
and the following boundary conditions at the stream/aquifer interface:
As the stream is in direct hydraulic contact with the aquifer the head in the aquifer is equal
to the head in the stream at x=0, which in turn is constant yielding the boundary condition:
ah
= h(0,y,t)
-
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The form in whichthe Theissolutionpredictsthe impactin termsof theSDF(q/Q), the ratio
of stream depletionvolumeto pumpedvolume, is givenby:
erfc(-1
k2r )
•
Where:
r = dimensionlesstime; definedas
•
T = Transmissivity(m2s1)
S = Storativity
t = time
a = distancefrom well to stream(m)
and
•
erfc(x)= the complementaryerror functionof x.
• The inputparameterrequiredare: a, T, S and the pumprate, Q. Q is requiredto rescalethe
calculatedSDF to yield a nett influencevolume.
For an intermittentpumpingregime,the reductionin streamflowwill continueafter pumping
has stopped. By using the methodof superposition(Jenkins,1970)it ispossibleto estimate
the impact of a sequence of pumping events over irregular periods. The method of
superpositionassumesthat a pumpingwell continuesto pumppast theend of the pumping
period, but at the end of the pumpingperiod, an imaginarywell at thesame locationstarts
to recharge the aquiferat the same rate as the pumpingwell is discharging. The recharge
equation can be representedby the streamdepletionequationsimply bychangingthe sign.
The rate of stream depletion at any time after pumping ends is therefore equal to the
differencebetweenthe depletionratethat wouldhaveoccurredifpumpinghad continuedand
the augmentationrate of the imaginaryrecharge well.
When applied within a catchmentthe Theis model is distributed aroundall groundwater
abstractionsites and run, on a monthlytimestep, for 50 years (to enableequilibriumto be
reached).The inputsare the distancefrom the stream(a), Transmissivity(1), Storativity(S)
and the monthly abstractionprofile. The 12 monthly SDF values from the last year of
simulationare applied to the monthlyabstractionvolumeswhich canthen be used in the
constructionof the artificialinfluenceprofile.
•
3.2.3 Sensitivity of Theis Model
The sensitivity of the stream depletion factor to do changes in the ratio of T/S can be
summarisedas follows:
• 1. The magnitudeof the SDF responseincreaseswith increasingT/S. This is as would
be expectedboth intuitivelyand from analysisof the form of thesolution;
•
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The response of the Theis solution to an incremental change in T/S is sensitive to the
magnitude of T/S ratio. This sensitivity is greater for lower T/S values and greater
distances from the stream and is more important forperiodic rather than constant rate
abstractions;
The Theis solution is most efficient for simulating the impact of groundwater
abstraction upon low flows when the field conditionsapproximate the ideal conditions
used to derive the solution.
3.3 DISCHARGE CONSENTS
The overall actual mean monthly discharges for each month are required in order to make
adjustments to the low flow statistics. Where the consent covers more than one site at
different locations on the river, than the actual monthly discharges for the site should be used
if the location of interest lies between the upstream and downstream discharge sites
In the absence of actual monthly discharge data, the predicted mean monthly discharge is
represented by the dry weather flow. This statistic is the design criteria for the works and
as such represents only a crude guide to the true population, per capita water use, industrial
effluent flows to sewer and mains leakage. It also does not take into account storm
discharges although these axe not an issue when assessing the volumetic impact on low
flows.
3.4 IMPOUNDING RESERVOIRS
The method for adjusting for impounding reservoirs is equivalent to replacing natural river
flows and artificial influences upstream of the dam site by twelve monthly reservoir release
flows which combine mean monthly compensation flows, reservoir spill and augmentation
releases or freshets if appropriate. Due to the variability inoperating policies of reservoirs,
illustrated in Figure 3.6, methods for predicting monthly reservoir release volumes have not
been developed.
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Figure 3.6 Reservoirreleaseprofiles
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Construction of Monthly Influence Profiles
As discussed in previous Sections, in order to adjust the natural low flow statistics at an
ungauged location, it is necessary to define the cumulative impact of all upstream artificial
influences. The net impact of these artificial influences ineach month can be represented by
a monthly influence profile which allows the seasonal variations in certain operating regimes
to be taken into account. The three key steps to the construction of a monthly influence
profile at a location, are summarised as follows:
identification of all occurrences of artificial influencesupstream of the ungauged site;
quantification of monthly abstraction, discharge and reservoir impacts for each
identified artificial influence;
summation of monthly abstraction, discharge and reservoir impacts at the location.
4.1 IDENTIFICATION OF UPSTREAM OCCURRENCES OF ARTIFICIAL
INFLUENCES
It is necessary to interrogate existing map and database sources to identify all upstream
occurrences of artificial influences, with associated attributes as described in previous
Sections. If these procedures are being applied manually, then only the more significant
influences might be considered.
4.2 QUANTIFICATION OF IMPACTS FOR EACHARTIFICIAL INFLUENCE
Once the location of influences is obtained it is then necessary to obtain mean monthly
impacts of abstraction, discharge and reservoir impacts for each individual artificial influence.
As a general rule, actual measured data should be used in preference to predicted data.
However, actual data does not exist in all circumstances andhence there is a requirement to
use predicted data (discussed previously in Section 3).
4.2.1 Surface Water Abstractions
The licenced abstraction quantities for the licences should be used in the following
circumstances:
I. The overall actual mean monthly quantity for each month, by purpose and site, is
the basic data unit which should be used wherever possible;
2. If actual data for the overall licence are the only available data, then these data could
be distributed amongst the sites in accordance with the licensed annual quantities at
different sites;
20
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• 4.2.2
In the absenceof actualdata, then predictedmonthlyquantities(eitheroverall, or site
shouldbe calculated,basedon purposeand Region;
It is importantto notewhetheror not the abstractionlicenceis linkedto a discharge
consent; if not, then an adjustmentshouldbe made for returns byapplicationof the
factor;
Seasonallicenceperiodsmust be taken into accounton each overalllicence or site
component.Revokedlicencesshouldbe discounted;
As Micro LOW FLOWSproduces steady state flow statistics,licence conditions
relatingto abstractioncessationassociatedwithminimumflow requirementscan not
be incorporated.
Groundwater Abstractions
The impactof a groundwaterabstractionon lowflowsshouldbe assessedby applyinga time
seriesanalyticalsolutionto evaluatethe impactin termsof a monthlyStreamDepletionFactor
(SDF), as follows:
•
• 

•
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•
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•




•


•




The 12 monthlyabstractionrates for the site shouldbe analyzedto identifythe start
monthof abstractionandtheperiodof abstractionin a year (firstandlast monthwhen
abstractiontakesplace);
The abstraction rate should then be averaged over this period to give a mean
abstractionrate;
The values of storativityandtransmissivityshouldbe taken fromvalues assignedto
the aquiferunit whichshouldbe quantifiedin discussionwith localhydrogeologists;
The distanceof the boreholefrom the stream shouldbe calculated;
With these inputs the analyticalsolution is run for a sufficientnumberof years to
ensure the solutionhas reachedequilibrium;
The 12 monthlySDFs from the last year of simulationare thenmultiplied by the
mean actual or predicted monthly abstraction rate to generate the 12 monthly
abstractioninfluencesfor the site;
The procedureforaddingthesemonthlyinfluencesto theabstractioninfluenceprofile
and updating the downstreaminfluenceprofile will then be the same as that for
surface water licences.
•
This procedure has the rationale of distributing the impacts of a constantgroundwater
abstractionto variablemonthlyimpactsaccordingto aquiferproperties,andmay also extend
the impactof a seasonalgroundwaterabstractionthroughoutthe year.
•
•
•
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4.23 Discharge Consents
In the case of discharge consents,thenthe sameprinciplesapplyas for abstractionlicences.
The overall actual monthlydischargesfor each monthshouldbe used if available;
If actual data for the overallconsentare the onlyavailabledata, then it is necessary
to distributethe consentedmonthlydischargesamongsthe sitein accordancewiththe
consentedannual dischargesat differentsites;
•In the absenceof actualdata, then predictedmonthlydischarges(eitheroverallor fot
the site) shouldbe calculatedbased on the dry weatherflow;
Revokeddischarge consentsshouldbe discounted;
Due to complexitiesassociatedwith their incorporation,consentswhich incorporate •
flow or quality conditionscannotbe representedwithinMicroLOWFLOWS.
4.2.4 Impounding reservoirs
•The natural flow at a site is replacedby twelve monthlyreservoir release flows (RRk),
therefore all abstractionsand dischargesupstreamof the reservoirshould be ignored. The
influencewithin a month is the sum of the release volumewithin the month and the inverse
of the monthly flow durationcurvewithin that month.
•
4.3 SUMMATION OF MONTHLY ABSTRACTION, DISCHARGE, AND
RESERVOIR IMPACTS •
The monthly influenceprofile at an ungauged(or even gaugedsite) is the net balancefor any
given month, of all upstream abstractions,and positivevaluesof dischargesand reservoir
releases. The calculated monthly influenceprofile can be i) negative in all months in a
catchment in which abstractionsexceed discharges throughoutthe year, ii) positive in all
•months in a catchment in which dischargesexceed abstractionsthroughoutthe year or iii)
positive and negative in different months in more complexcatchments,particularlywhen
•seasonal abstractionsare significant.
•In the case of a catchmentcontainingonly abstractionsanddischarges,the monthlyartificial
influenceprofile can be simplifiedto:
•
= Dischargesk- Abstractionsk •
where k = months I to 12 •
•However, in the case of there being an upstream reservoir, it is essentialto discount all
abstractions, discharges (ABSul, DISm) and other reservoirs located upstream of the
•impoundment, and all natural flow contributions from the catchmentupstream of the
impoundment.
•
•
•
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In practice, exclusion of the reservoired portion of the catchment can be achieved by drawing
an appropriate catchment boundary and calculating catchment characteristics for the portion
of the (natural) catchment only that occurs below the impoundment. This cannot be achieved
in this manner where automatic catchment boundary definition methods are applied (as in
Micro LOW FLOWS or with Digital Terrain Models), therefore an accounting solution is
applied to implement reservoir impacts at a design site downstream of the reservoir.
•
S. Micro LOW FLOWSImplementation
The principal developments for the estimation of artificially influenced low flow statistics
within Micro LOW FLOWS can be summarised as:
Estimation of the natural mean flow, annual flow duration curve and MAM(7) remain
as within Version 1.31, with software modificationsto estimate natural monthly mean
flows, monthly flow duration curves and mean monthly minima;
Construction of the monthly artificial influence profile for all upstream influences
including application of the Theis solution for simulating groundwater impacts;
Combination of the estimated natural low flow statistics with the monthly artificial
influence profile to estimate artificially influenced low flow statistics. Micro LOW
FLOWS specifically generates natural and artificial estimates of:
mean flow,
flow duration curve,
mean monthly minima and MAM(7).
The estimated flow duration curves can be interrogated to derive flows from input
percentiles or percentiles from input flows.
The principal developments for the construction of the monthlyinfluence profile within Micro
LOW FLOWS can be summarised as:
Development of database structure for archiving abstraction, discharge and reservoir
data;
BULKDATA facility to load data into databases from pre-formatted input files;
Editing facilities to alter loaded data;
Facility to add, delete and move individual artificial influence features, with
associated database updates;
Facility to predict monthly abstraction data in the absence of actual data;
Facility to download artificial influence databases;
Capability to construct a monthly influence profile at an individual river stretch based
on influences linked to that stretch;
Capability to construct a monthly influence profile for each river stretch based on all
artificial influences upstream of that stretch.
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In order to make adjustments to the natural low flow statistics, 12 monthly influence volumes
for each abstraction site held for each artificial influence are required. Actual monthly rates
are used where available. In the absence of actual data, Micro LOW FLOWS can predict
abstractions and discharges using information given on the licence/consent. In the case of8 abstractions, from groundwater sources the Theis analytical solution, using the Jenkins
superposition technique for intermittent abstractions, is used to analyse the 12 monthly
abstraction rates for the site. The algorithm runs on a monthly (30 day) timestep and, for an
individual groundwater abstraction site, will require input of:
the twelve monthly abstraction rates for the site, these will either be actual return data
or predicted data;
•
(ii) aquifer parameters of Storativity (S) and Transmissivity (T'): A set of default values
are provided within Micro LOW FLOWS, which can be overwritten;
(iii) distance from the stream (BOREDIST), which is calculated withinthe program
With these inputs the analytical solution is run on the monthly time step for a time sequence
of 50 years to ensure the solution has reached equilibrium. The 12 monthly SDFs from the
last year of simulation are extracted and applied to the monthly abstraction volume as
calculated from the monthly abstraction rates for the site. The resultant 12monthly influence
volumes represent the estimated influence profile for the groundwater abstraction site.
•
The major assumptions of the Micro LOW FLOWS implementation of theTheis solution are:
•


The mean pumping rate within a pumping period is used within the solution;


If an abstraction is seasonal that seasonality is deemed to be periodic with an annual
•


periodicity;
•

 An abstraction borehole is assigned to one stretch with the total impact associated
with that one stretch;
•


•

 In all cases the equilibrium impact is estimated;
•

 Storativity and Transmissivity values are defined by the user in the absence of a
spatially referenced hydrogeological classification of aquifer properties.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Construction of Monthly Influence Profiles
The objective of this syndicate exercise is to construct a monthly influence profile for a
catchment containing two surface water abstractions and a sewagetreatment works.
ABSTRACTION A is licensed to abstract 2000 Ml during the year for industrial purposes
with no seasonal restriction. No data are available on actual abstractions.
110 ABSTRACTION B is licensed to abstract 500 Ml for spray irrigation purposes during the
period May - October. No data are available on actual abstractions.
•
SEWAGE TREATMENT WORKS C has a design dry weather flow of 0.075 m' s
•
• 1. USING AUTHORISED QUANTITIES
• I. Using Table 1, construct the monthly profiles for the three separate artificial
influences, in m'
• 2. Then, construct a monthly nett influence profile of the combined influences (Table 2),
noting that abstractions are negative and discharges are positive.
•
3. Draw the monthly nett influence profile on graph paper, and write a short description
of the likely impact of the artificial influences.
•
TableI
MONTH IF MA MJ.I A S ON D
4111 Abstraction A
Abstraction B
STY C
•
• Table2
MONTH IF MA MJI A SOND
Nett Influence
Impact of influences:
•
•
1
2. USING PREDICTED QUANTITIES
The previous exercise constructed a monthly influence profile using authorised quantities; to
illustrate the case of no actual quantities being available, the following exercise uses predicted
abstraction quantities.
Assuming the authorised abstractions given previously, complete Table 3 with the relevant
information required for predicting abstraction quantities. Use the provisional uptake factors
given in Table 4 or assume a more representative figure. In the example:
Example X is a constant abstraction for public water supply
Example V is a summer abstraction for spray irrigation
Table 3
Abstraction Purpose Licensed Uptake Start End Minimum


Annual Factor Month Month Monthly


Abstraction (UF)


Factor


Volume NJ



(MAU.)
Example X PS 3000 0.73 JAN DEC 1.0
Example ? SI 750 0.5 APR SEP 0.2
Abstraction A




Abstraction B




Table 4 Provisional uptakefactors by purpose anciby Region
ANNWSTSSWWWX Y NATIONAL
Spray
irrigation
0.59 0.13 0.23 0.34 0.19 0.47 0.34 0.20 0.46 0.49
Cooling 0.25 0.20 0.46 0.51 0.13 0.78 0.99


0.63 0.68
Industrial
processes
0.23 0.58 0.45 0.41 0.59 0.98 0.52 0.62 0.38 0.53
Public water
supply
0.65 0.51 0.64 0.46 0.49 0.53 0.77 0.54 0.54 0.73
General
agriculture
0.28


0.50 0.59 0.36 1.00 0.89 0.82 0.15 0.55
Fish farming 0.55 0.82 0.47 0.36 0.46 0.98 0.91 0.75 0.65 0.78
U ndefmed


0.39 0.53 0.32 1.00 0.61 0.34


0.78
Hydro-
electric power


0.74 0.13 0.47 0.86 0.93


0.22 0.67
All purposes 0.54 032 0.58 0.44


0.83 0.87 0.64 0.53 0 70
Then, complete Table 5 following the calculations using the examples given below
2
Table 5
BASE TRIANGULAR COMPONENT
COMPONENT
	
Abstraction NILin UF Predicted Mean MMF Minimum Triangular Maximum Middle
MI annual abstraction monthly component rate within day of
	
abstraction rate (MI cl-' abstraction volume in triangular authorised
	
volume in during rate (MI (14) MI (Yr) component period
	
MI (VA) authorised
period
Example X 3000 0.73 2190 6.00 1.0 6.0 0 0 365
Abstraction A





Example Y 750 0.50 375 2.05 0.2 0.4 300 3.28 183
Abstraction B





To obtain the monthly abstraction profiles:
On graph paper, plot the minimum monthly abstraction rate over the authorised
period (the rectangular component);
Draw the triangular component for the period as an isosceles triangle which is
symmetrical about the middle day of the abstraction period;
The monthly abstraction rate can be read off at the intersection of the triangle with
the midpoint of each month, see Figure 1;
Calculate the base component, triangular component and total monthly abstraction in
Mld-' and m'
The following Table illustrates this procedure for Example Y.
JFMANij ASOND
Figure 1
3
Within Table 5:
V, = VLx UF x (1 —
and
PRET = Percentage returned
and
the mean abstraction rate = VAdivided by the number of days
during the authorised period between beginning of start month
and end of end month (N DAYS);
and
minimum monthly abstraction = MMF x mean abstraction rate during
rate authorised period
and
VT = VA (1 MMF)
and
h = %yinMI)
0.5 x durationofabstractionperiod indays
Following Example Y, then
Peak abstraction rate = h + minimum monthly abstraction rate
3.28 + 0.4
3.68
4
•
•
•
• Table6a
EXAMPLEY .1 F M A M .1 1 A S0 N I)


BaseComponent 0 0 0 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0 0 0
•








ThaugularComponent 0 0 0 0.5 1.6 2.7 2.7 1.6 0.5 0 0 0
• TotalPredictedMonthly 0 0 0 0.9 20 3.1 3.1 2.0 0.9 0 0 0


Abstractionin MId''







• TotalPredictedMonthly 0 0 0 0.01 0.02 0.04 .04 .02 .01 0 0 0


Abstractionin In' al







•








From your graphs, complete Tables 6b and 6c, calculating the base and triangular
components,and then the total abstractionfor AbstractionsA and B.
• Table6b
•
ABSTRACTION A 3 F MA MJ 3 ASOND
Base Component
Triangular Component
Total Predicted Monthly
Abstraction in MI (14
Total Predicted Monthly
Abstraction In in3
Table6c
ABSTRACTION B J F MA MJ 3 ASOND
Base Component
•
Triangular Component
Total Predicted Monthly
Abstraction in MI d
•
Total Predicted Monthly
Abstraction in m3 s I
•
Using the following table, construct a monthly nett influence profile of the combined
predicted influences. Superimposethe predicted data on the graph showing authorised
quantities. Write a short paragraphon the differences.
•
Table7
•
MONTII I F M A M I J A S 0
Abstraction A
Abstraction B
STW C
•
Nell Influence
4110
5
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•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
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Appendix B Micro LOW FLOWS File formats
1. INTRODUCTION
• Micro LOW FLOWS V2.1 has the capability for bulk loading data associated with the
following features:
5 (i) Abstractions
(ii) DischargesIII (iii) Reservoirs
(iv) Spot GaugingIII (v) Gauging Stations
Data files must be loaded onto Micro LOW FLOWS as standard unformatted ASCII files.
Separate data files need to be provided for each feature type and for each Hydrometric Area.
Within each file are details for the individual features, for example National Grid Reference,
total annual licenced abstraction, consented daily discharge, monthly reservoir release profile
etc. For the data to be loaded correctly, it is important that this information is provided in the
order specified.
•
2. ABSTRACTION DATA FILE FORMATS
•
The abstraction licence database within Micro LOW FLOWS V2.1 is capable of holding data
for complex licences consisting of up to 20 sites per licence and up to 10purposes at each site.
In addition the database structure enables 12monthly actual abstraction volumesto be included
for each site. The data holdings for an individuallicence are divided into two components: the
overall licence and the individual site licence.
Overall Licence Data
AD The following user-defined data are held for the overall licence:
•
Variable Description Format
411 OLINO NRA licence number A16
OLIIIOLDER name and address of licence holder A28
OTYPE identifier as to whether the licence is surface or groundwater A I
•
OISSUE date of licence issue free format
OREVOKE revocation date free format
ONOSITE number of sites 12
OCLICANN total licensed annual quantity (m's ') free format
•
OLICDAY total licensed daily quantity (es') free format
OACTANN total actual annual quantity (m's free format
OACTDAY total actual daily quantity (as a maximum) WO free format
1110
Individual Site Licence
The following variables are held for the individual sites covered by the licence:
Variable
IHNO
SGREF
SNAME
SGUNIT
BOREDIST
SSTOR
STRANS
SPRETP(j)
SMRF
STHRESHQ
SLICANN
SLICDAY(i)
SPURP(j)
SLICANNP
SLICDAYP
SSDATEP
SEDATEP
SACTMTH
SPREMTI-1
Description
IH licence number
grid reference of site, either metres or NGR
name of site
ground water unit (groundwater licences only)
CH Chalk
UG Upper Greensand
LG Lower Greensand
IL Jurassic Limestone
TS Permotriassic Sandstone
ML Magnesian Limestone
CL Carboniferous Limestone
SG Sand and Gravels
Distance of borehole from nearest river stretch
storativity of the groundwater unit
0.1 < SSTOR < 10
transmissivity of the groundwater unit 0.00001 <STRANS < 0.30
percentage of water abstraction returned at source through an
unconsented discharge for a particular purpose)
minimum required flow at a prescribed flow point
threshold flow at a prescribed flow point below whichabstraction
must cease (at's')
licensed annual quantity for site (irrespective of different
purposes) (m's.')
licensed daily quantity for site (irrespective of different purposes)
purposes at site (up to 10 permitted)
SI Spray Irrigation
CO Cooling Water
IP Industrial Processing
PS Public water Supply
BW British Waterways
GA General Agriculture
PW Private Water undertaking
FE Fish Fanning
MD Mine Drainage
UD UnDermed
licensed annual quantity for each purpose (m's')
licensed daily quantity for each purpose (m's')
stan date of abstraction for each purpose, definedas a calendar
month
end date of abstraction for purpose, defined as a calendar month
actual monthly quantities for the site in each month(m's.')
predicted monthly quantities for the site in each month(m's.')
Format
16
2 x 16
A28
A7
free format
free format
free format
free format
free format
free format
free format
free format
free format
free format
free format
free format
free format
free format
Sample data for the input file for an abstraction licence (Overall and Site)are given below:
lb ABSTRACTIONS Header for Abstraction data file
ID 26 Header for Drainage area numberNRA NUMBER OLINO
ID NRA HOLDER OLIHOLDER
G OTYPE
ID 1968 1972 OISSUE,OREVOKE
2 ONOSITE
5 10. 5. OLICANN,OLICDAY
10.1 5.1 OACTANN,OACTDAY
-1 End of licence data
505200 439000 SGREF (site 1)0 First site SNAME
Gwu I SGUNIT
I. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. SSTOR, STRANS, SPRET, SMRF,
SLICANN, SLICDAY
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 12 x SACTMTH
I. 1.1 1.2
SI 1.01 1.02 1 12 SPURP, SLICAN, SLICDAYP, SSDATE, SEDATE
CO 1.11 1.12 2 12 SPURP, SLICANNP, SLICDAYP, SDATE, SEDATE
-1 End of first site data
505300 440000 SGREF (site 2)
Second site SNAME
•
.
	 etc
Repeat the above structure for each licence and component sites.
ID NOTE:
ID (1) The two header records at the top of the file are not repeated;
Only named purposes need be present. The purpose (given as A2format) must startID in column I;
ALL fields must be accounted for. Unassigned character fields are leftblank and -999.410 must be used to denote unassigned numerical fields.
A separate file is required for each drainage area.
ID
3. DISCHARGE DATA FILE FORMAT
The structure of the discharge database within Micro LOW FLOWS V2.1 provides the
capability to hold data for complex discharge consents for up to 20 sites. In addition, the
database structur allows 12 monthly actual discharge volumes to be included for each site.
ID In common with the abstraction database, the required data holdings can be divided into two
components: the overall consent and the consent for each individual site.
Overall Discharge Consent
The following user-defined variables are required for the overall consent:
VariableDescription
DINOLH number
OCONNONRA consent number
OCOHOLDname and address of consent holder
OCNOSITEnumber of saes
OCPURPconsent purpose:
CSCrude Sewage
Screened Sewage
SSSettled Sewage
TSTreated Sewage
SWStorm Water overflow
MDMine Damage
CWCooling Water
FEFarm Effluent
TETrade Effluent
FF FiatFatm effluent
Format
16
Al6
A2S
free format
A2
OCISSUE consent issue date free format
OCREVIEW consent review date free format
OCAVRAT consented average discharge rate (m's'') fret format
OCMAXRAT consented maximum discharge rate (m's'') free format
OPOPEQIV population equivalent free format
Individual Site Consent
The following user-defined variables are required for the individual site:
Variable Description Format
SSITENO site reference number 2 x 16
SGREF grid reference of site, either metres or NGR A28
SNAME name of site A20
SRECRIV receiving river free format
SCAVRAT consented average discharge rate for the site (m's-9 free format
SCMAXRAT consented maximum discharge rate for the site (rn's-') free format
SDDWF design dry weather flow at the site (m's.') free format
SCAMTH actual monthly discharges for each month at the site(m's ') fret format
SPREMTH predicted monthly discharges for each month at thesite On's1 free format
Sample data for the input file for a discharge consent (Overall and Site) are given below:
DISCHARGES
26
NRA NUMBER
NRA HOLDER
SS
1968 1972
2
5. 10. 10000
1
505200 439000
First site
First river
1. 2. 3.
.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7
1. 1.1 1.2
1
505300 440000
Header for Discharge data
Header drainage area no.
OCONNO
OCOHOLD
OTYPE
OCISSUE, OCREVIEW
OCNOSITE
OCAVRAT, OCMAXRAT, OPOPEQIV
End of licence data
SGREF (first site)
SNAME
SRECRIV
SCAVRAT, SCMAXRAT, SDDWF
8 .9 12 x SCAMTH
End of first site data
SGREF (second site)
	 etc
Repeat the above structure for each discharge consent and component sites.
NOTE:
The two header records at the top of the file are not repeated;
Only named purposes need be present. The purpose (given as A2 format) must start
in column 1;
ALL fields must be accounted for. Unassignedcharacter fields are left blank and -999.
must be used to denote unassigned numerical fields.
A separate file is required for each drainage area.
4. IMPOUNDING RESERVOIR DATA FILE FORMAT
Data entries for reservoirs in each hydrometric area have been loaded by Instituteof Hydrology
based on the information listed in 11-1Report 99, A Study of Compensation Flows in the UK
(Gustard et al, 1987).
It is also possible to bulk load updated reservoir information.The data held are as follows:
Variable Description Format
RESERVOIR Number assigned to each reservoir for reference purposes 16
NUMBER
EASTING NGR Eastings 16
NORTHING NGR Nonhings 16
TYPE Code categorising primary function of reservoir: 12
1 Hydroelectric with compensation
2 Hydroelectric with no compensation
3 Compensation only
4 Supply and compensation
19 Supply only
16 Pumped storage
18 Regulating
DATE Date of reservoir impoundment free format
AREA Natural catchment area and areas drained by catchwaters (lon') free format
NATAREA Natural catchment area (km2) free format
GROSS Gross capacity of the reservoir (MI) free format
CAPACITY
NET Net capacity of the reservoir (MI) free format
CAPACITY
MF recorded Observed mean flow at reservoir outflow or maintained flow free format
point (MI di
MF estimated Estimated natural mean flow at reservoir outflow or maintained free format
flow point (MI dl)
Compcodc Code categorising type of release policy: free format
0	 Constant discharge 7 days/week
Constant discharge 6 days/week
2 Seasonally varying releases
3 Seasonally varying releases + freshets and/or block
grant allowance
4 Constant discharge + freshets or block grant
5 Constant discharge over variable period
6 Constant discharge which varies weekly/daily
7 Constant discharge from I or more reservoirs
8 Variable discharge basedon natural flow
10-18 As above but for maintained flow downstream
19 Seasonally varying releasesand constantmaintained
flow downstream
Compflow Compensation flow at reservoir or maintained flow point (Midi). free format
Reference must be made to type of release policy.
NYIELD Net yield at the reservoir (Midi free format
MTHREL 12 Monthly reservoir release values free format
An example of the input format for the reservoir data file is given below:
RESERVOIRS
27
John O'Gaunts
422103 454639
3. 1890. -999. .079 -999.
-999. 555. .035 3.
-999. -999. -999. 851. 450.
I. -999. 3. -999. 5. -999.
-999. 9. -999. 11. -999.
-1
Header for reservoir data
Header drainage area no
Reservoir name
Easting and Northing (Site 1)
TYPE,DATE,TOTAREA,NYIELD,COMPCODE
COMPFLOW,NETCAP,MFEST,AUTHORITY
NATAREA,GROSSCAP,MFREC,SAAR, AE
Twelve monthly release values
End of reservoir marker
Repeat the above structure for each reservoir.
NOTE:
(I) The two header records at the top of the file are not repeated;
Only named purposes need be present. The purpose (given as A2 format) must start
in column 1;
ALL fields must be accounted for. Unassigned character fields are left blank and -999.
must be used to denote unassigned numerical fields.
A separate file is required for each drainage area.
5. SPOT GAUGING DATA FILE FORMAT
Micro LOW FLOWS V2.1 provides a facility for storing up to 250 spot current meter readings
for a site. In order to bulk load the spot current meter data, an example of a spot gauging input
file is given below:
SPOTGAUGES
26
515100. 448200.
1
CATFOSS BECK
U/S STW
811021 .000 -999. -999.
Comment
-1
505300. 439100.
2
BEVERLEY & SKIDBY DRAIN
STW
810813 10.150 .044 -999.
STEADY
810709 10.150 .177 -999.
STEADY
Header for spot gauging data
Header drainage area
6-digit grid reference (site 1)
Number of readings
Name
Description
Date (yymmdd), Time (hh.mm), Flow, Percentile
I2-character reference text, repeatupto a max of 250
Y or N FDC flag
End of spotgauge marker
6-digit grid reference (site 2)
Number of readings ...etc
6. GAUGING STATION DATA FILE FORMAT
Gauging station data has been loaded onto Micro LOW FLOWS V2.1 using summary
information retrieved from the National River Flow Archive held at the Institute of Hydrology.
The following attributes are held for gauging stations:
National River Flow Archive Gauge Number
Grid Reference
Start and end year of flow record
Catchment area
Observed mean flow (m's'')
Observed low flow statistics, Q95(1) and Q50(1).
For the gauging station data to be bulk loaded, an example of the input format is laid out
below:
GAUGING STATIONS
26
26001
West Beck
at Wansford Bridge
506445 455925
2.512 .695 .507 -999 192.000
1953.000 1974.000
-1
26002
Hull
at Hempholme Locke
507865 449947
3.637 .877 .552 378.100
19611991
-1
Header for gauging station data
Header for drainage area
National River FlowArchive gauge number
32 character name
32 character description
6-digit grid reference
MF, MAM7, Q95, Q50, AREA
STARTYEAR, ENDYEAR
End of station marker
